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Background

Surgical skill assessment: Direct Observation -> OSATS -> Automated Methods 
                                                       More objective and less time-consuming

Categories of Existing Methods:

Surgical Site Operating Room Benchtop / VR 
Simulation Cadaver or Animals

Surgical Technique Open Laparoscopy Robotic Endoscopic

Data Sources Video (no manual) Video (with manual) Robotic Kinematics External Devices

Tasks Studied Suturing or Tying Long Procedures

Italic-Most of Prior Works 
Bold-Optimal 
Underlined-This Work



Task
Predict performance ratings from video tracked hand motions for tying and suturing tasks

Modified OSATS Ratings (0~10): 

Fluidity of motion: hesitancy, pauses, or 
changes in direction and idle time. 

Tissue handling: the appropriateness of 
the surgeon’s force and tension when 
manipulating the tissue 

Motion economy: efficiency of movement, 
or conservation of energy in any trajectory. 



Overview



Data

• Video captured by in-light OR video cameras 
• 9 surgeons (6 attendings and 3 residents), 16 surgical cases with different types of operations
• 103 manually segmented clips of suturing and knot-tying (5~30s)

Suturing tasks: 
bowel anastomosis (SBA), complex anastomosis (SCA), or suturing on the body wall (SBW)
Tying tasks: 
tying on the body wall (TBW), intra-abdominal superficial tying (TSF), or intra-abdominal deep tying (TDP) 

OSATS rating on short clips are given by a consensus panel of 3 experts (discussion and majority voting)



Motion Tracking

• ROI (the index finger or thumb) tracked by an off-the-shelf software 
• x-y pixel locations was recorded 
• Manual correction is necessary 

From pixels to millimeter:  
Observed proximal interphalangeal joint breadth was scaled to the population 
means of males (23.0 mm) or females (19.9 mm) 



Descriptive Variables: hand-crafted features

Speed, Acceleration, Jerk, Spatiotemporal Curvature  
A Butterworth filter (0.005–1.000Hz) for smoothing



Spatiotemporal Curvature



Modelling

Linear regression models: 
• Collinear variables are removed 
• Hypothesis-based manual selection 
• Model selection by Akaike Information Criterion (Less error and less parameters)

Hypothesis Variables

Fluidity of motion Relate to how many changes in speed peak arrival rate in the acceleration 
signal

Tissue handling Be sensitive to any sudden, repeated 
changes in direction jerk or pauses

Motion economy Relate to how fast the surgeons are 
moving in a consistent area

average speed and consistent locations 
in the speed signal



Results

Ideal prediction models: a straight line from (0,0) to (10,10), 

R2: coefficient of determination



Results

医学的⽂章使⽤简单的统计模型，更加注重可解释性

Acceptable models: a slope between 0.5 and 1.5, an intercept within ︎2 of zero, and an R2 >0.75. 



Discussion

Models consistently had less variance than the individual experts exhibited before consensus 



Conclusion

Pros: 
• Real clinical data from OR 
• Noninvasive video tracking, sensor-less, marker-less 
• Descriptive features can provide feedback 

Cons: 
• Basic tasks of suturing and knot-tying 
• Manual segmentation and correction are necessary 
• Motion features may not accurate 
• Not connected with clinical outcomes 
• Dataset is not released

Contribution: 
This study demonstrates that computer vision capturing kinematic data from 
marker-less motion tracking of video records offers an objective and scalable 
approach for measuring surgical skill, and establishes evidences. 


